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Automated Testing
What is automated testing? What does it buy us? How is it evolving?

By Robert A. Grimm

Aurouerrc TESTING oF ELECTRoNIC DEVICES is one of

the fastest growing areas of electronic instrumentation.

It is the way an increasing amount of our testing is done

every day, and it is the way most of our testing will be

done in the future. At present, however, most of the test-

ing of electronic components, sub-assemblies, modules,

and systems is still done manually. Many companies are

just now installing or considering installing their first

automatic test systems. While most people involved in

electronic testing have read about or seen examples of

automatic test systems, many may not be aware of the

fundamentals involved in all automatic testing.

This article and the others in this issue will discuss the

fundamentals of automatic testing, its advantages, the

equipment used, how programming is done, how to

choose or build a system, and what HP automatic test

systems are currently being used.

Automatic Versus Manual Testing

Automatic testing of electronic and electrical devices

requires the same functional elements as manual testing.

These are:
I Stimulation of the unit under test
r Measurement of the unit's responses
r Switching
I Control
I Evaluation of data
r Recording of results

In automatic testing as in manual testing, the stimulus

and measurement functions are performed with instru-

ments. Stimuli include oscillators, signal generators,

power supplies, and so on. Measurement devices include

voltmeters, counters, power meters, and the like.

Switching, control, evaluation, and recording in man-

ual testing are usually performed by the operator. The

switching of connections between the test equipment and

the unit under test is done by reconnecting cables, by

using test probes, or by means of a manually operated,

pre-wired switch box.

Control of the test equipment is exercised by the

operator, by setting knobs on the panels of the test equip-

ment. Control of the test sequence is also by the oper-

ator, usually following a written test sequence.
Evaluation of test results is again done by the operator,

who compares the results to pre-established limits or

uses his judgment. He may make some calculations or

use graphs or charts. Recording of manual testing results

Fig. 1, HP Model 9500A is a typical computer-controlled,
modular, multipurpose test system. lt stimulates the unit
under test and measures its responses, then processes
and records the data. Stimuli available are dc, Iow-fre-
quency ac (to 100 kHz), and high-trequency ac (to
500 MHz).
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Fig.2. Model 95004 is a good example of the use of standard instruments and computer
intertaces to make a system adaptable and expandable. Many automatic fest systems

arc now being made this way,

is ordinarily by the operator's filling in a test card.
In automatic test systems, like the typical example

shown in Figs. I and2, human intervention is minimized,
although it is sometimes not completely eliminated. Most
of the test functions are done automatically under control
of a computer or other device following a stored program
sequence. Switching is done automatically by electrically

Cover: HP Modet 9213A is a general-purpose
computer-controlled, dc-to-l 2.4-GHz auto-
matic calibration system for laboratory-type in-
strumentation. For typical instruments it is sx
or more times f aster than manual methods. For
example, checking and calibrating the HP
Model 3440A Digital Voltmeter takes |ess than
tive minutes using the 9213A, but thirty min-
utes manually.

In this issue: Automated Testing; page 2.
Choosing an Automatic Test Sysfem; page 7.
Building an Automatic fesf Sysfem,' page 11.
HP Automatic Test Sysferns,' page 16.

controllable switches, such as relays, crossbar switches,
and switch matrices.

The recording of test results is accomplished in an
automatic system using a teleprinter, a digital printer, or
punched or magnetic tape. These devices usually record
not only the measured data, but often the entire test card,
including parameter names, flxed data, and indications of
out-of-tolerance results. Some types of output reports are
best presented in the form of graphs, showing two or
more parameters plotted against one another. X-Y re-
corders can be used for these reports; they can also print
titles and scales on the graphs.

The control function in automatic testing is performed
by the program stored in the computer. The program
controls test sequences, voltages from power supptes,
frequencies from signal generators, pulse widths and rep-
etition rates of pulse generators, and so on. For meas-
urements, the program controls amplitude ranges of volt-
meters, function selection on multimeters, gate times of
counters, and so on. The computer also controls the
switches that route signals to and from the unit under test.

Evaluating results in testing is primarily a matter of



comparing test results against established limits. How-

ever, some calculation or manipulation of data may be

required before this comparison can be made. For ex-

ample, if the linearity specification of a dc amplifier is

stated as'within -+0.01 Vo of the best straight line through

all data points,' this line must first be calculated and the

errors determined, and then a comparison made against

the limits. Although this is laborious if done manually,

it is straightforward for a computer.

Frequently in testing, the results of a test are used to

determine what test should be performed next' This is

called 'branching'. At branch points in a program' a sys-

tem might print out special test results or messages, or

jump to a subroutine for fault locating. This is a powerful

capability of computer-controlled testing.

To summarize, automatic testing differs from manual

testing in how the switching, control, evaluation, and

recording are done. The actual testing-the application

of stimuli and the measurement of results-is essentially

the same in automatic testing as in manual testing. This

means that to be able to test a device automatically one

must first know how to test it manually; this is especially

true for the engineer or technician who is writing the test

program.

Why Automaled Testing?

Testing started to become automatic when the devices

to be tested became too complex, and the required tests

Fig.3. HP Model 85424 Auto-
matic Network Analyzer is an
example of a standard system
designed lor a special PutPose,
in this case microwave network
analysis. /f is a/so a good exam-
ple of the use of a comqutet to
rcmove systematic errors trom
measurements, thereby ach iev-
ing standards-laboratorY accu-
racy in tast, automatic, sweqt-
frequency measurements. 7he
system makes measurements
over a frequency range of 0.11
to 18 GHz on such devices as
transistors, t i  l te rs, am pl i t  i  e rs,
iso/ators, and any other net-
works that can be characteh
ized in terms of their scattering
parameters.

too numerous, to be done economically by older testing

methods. The testing of these devices called for fast, auto-

matic equipment which could stimulate these devices and

measure their outputs according to their complex speci-

fications. Manual methods of testing, while satisfactorily

meeting the requirements for sophisticated testing in most

cases, tended to be too time-consuming when the quanti-

ties of devices to be tested or the number of tests to be

performed made it difficult to meet schedules.

The advantages of automatic testing include the fol-

lowing:
I Speed
r Repeatability
r More comprehensive testing
I Self-test and error correction
r Operators can be less skilled'

Computers operate at very high speeds, with individual

program steps taking typically less than 2 microseconds.

Even though it may take a large number of these steps to

perform a control or conversion operation, such opera-

tions can often be completed in a few microseconds, or

at most a few milliseconds. Electrically controlled, many

kinds of test equipment can provide signals and take

measurements much faster than an operator can set the

controls or record the readings. A computer can take

advantage of this speed. Also, the manual reconnecting

of cables between tests is a slow process compared to the

speeds at which relays operate. All of this means that



testing is much faster under computer control. Digital
testing, that is, testing of binary logic patterns, is one of
the fastest kinds; thousands of tests per second can be
done easily.

Case histories of organizations who use automated
testing show that non-digital testing can be anywhere
from 5 to 60 times faster than manual testing, and digital
testing can be faster yet. ft's reasonable to expect that
most automatic testing will run at least ten times faster
than manual testing.

There are some steps in testing that may be dfficult
or impractical to automate or to speed up. These include
steps that the operator must do, such as connection of a
device to the system, a change of control settings on the
device being tested, or screwdriver adjustments on the
device. An engineer designing a new device might well
anticipate how it is to be tested, and consider providing
for automated adjustment of its controls.

Repeatability is much better when tests are automated.
Tests run automatically are done the same way each time,
faithfully following the same test sequence. Steps are not
skipped. Stimulation of the device under test and the
transfer of data from the measuring devices into the com-
puter are done the same way each time, without parallax
errors in meter readings, transposition of digits in digital
readings, or other human errors.

With automated testing, more comprehensive testing is
practical. In manual testing, spot checking of parameters
is often necessary to speed up the tests. For example, the
gain linearity of an amplifier may be measured and calcu-
lated at as few as three or five amplitudes. Or the stand-
ing wave ratio of a connector may be checked only at a
few selected frequencies. Or the truth table of a digital
integrated circuit may be checked with only one voltage
input level. Automatic testing can be much more thor-
ough because it is so much faster. It is even easy to do
additional testing to detect marginal devices which may
fail only under certain conditions. The programming to
do this usually requires very few, if any, additional state-
ments; for example, it is easy to repeat a test with a
changed condition. By knowing completely what his
product will do under very many conditions, a manufac-
turer can give more complete specifications, and can
specify the product's performance closer to the tested
values, with less allowance for unknown factors.

Self-test and error correction together make up one of
the most significant advantages of automatic testing over
manual testing. In any test setup, certain errors are intro-
duced into the measurements by cables, connectors, or
equipment. Some of these are random errors which vary

from test to test; these errors may be caused by noise or
other non-repeating parameters, and they are difficult to
eliminate, although averaging techniques are sometimes
helpful. However, many causes of error are repeatable.
These include such things as voltage drops in cables, re-
flections in connectors, zero oftset or full-scale elror on
a voltmeter, frequency calibration error of an oscillator,
and so on. In an automatic test system it is both possible
and practical to have the system make measurements
based on internal standards to determine these systematic
errors, then store the correction data and correct all sub-
sequent measurements before using or displaying them.
This capability is used extensively in the HP 85424 Net-
work Analysis System (Fig. 3) to eliminate reflection
coefficient measurement errors caused by connector and
cable mismatches, coupler directivity, sampling head
efficiency, and so on. The result is accuracy approaching
that of a standards laboratory, but obtained at a much
higher speed.

Automated testing demands less skill on the part of the
test station operator, one reason being that the test pro-
cedure is read into or stored in the computer's memory,
so the operator does not have to know or follow a com-
plex test procedure. Simple instructions can be typed out

Fig.4. Small general-purpose digital computerc are being
used more and more as controllers in automatic fesf sys-
tems because of the tlexibility and vercatility they otfer.
HP Models 21144 (shown here),2115A, and 21168 arc
designed to accept intertace cards which allow them to
communicate with signal sources, measuring insttu-
ments, and peripherals.



automatically to tell the operator what action he should
take and what the results of the test are. In testing simple
devices, such as electronic components or simple mod-
ules, only a go or no-go indication may be required, and
this can be in the form of lights. With an automatic
handler, good and bad devices can be ejected into appro-
priate bins. In testing integrated circuits while they are
still on the substrate slices, bad units can be marked
automatically, perhaps with a dot of ink. In all of these
cases, the operator needs to be competent to conduct the
test, but doesn't necessarily have to understand it.

There are many other advantages of automated testing
besides those discussed here. For example, a computer
can do statistical analysis of test results as the data are
gathered, and can call attention to recurring problems
very quickly. With a computer in a test station, there is
no waiting for results to be resolved and tabulated off-
line at some later time.

Automatic Testing Gomes of Age

Much of the early work in automatic testing was done
for and by various branches of the armed services, who
recognized the long-term potential of the technique.
These latter-day pioneers contributed much to helping
automatic testing achieve its present practical status.

Automatic test systems have not always been so prac-
tical as they are today. For example, in the early days
there was a shortage of equipment suitable for systems
use. Most of the test equipment available was desigrred

for manual control and visual readout of results. There-
fore, automatic systems had to be assembled using
custom-built, and consequently expensive, equipment.

Now, however, many standard instruments are de-
sigred so they can be remotely programmed, and systems
are being assembled using these instruments. This ap-
proach not only lowers initial costs, but also can be
expected to enhance reliability and maintainability, since
standard instruments are usually well debugged and eas-
ily serviced. This approach also makes modular systems
possible, so a user can have a system assembled to fit
only his immediate needs, and yet be able to expand or
modify it as his needs change.

Another problem in the early days was that even the
smallest computers were relatively large and expensive by
today's standards, so small automatic test systems were
impractical. The first automatic systems used paper-tape
readers to control the test equipment, and hardware limit
comparison to check results. Arithmetic capability was
very limited and branching to other tests was awkward.
Interfacing between the computers and the test equip-
ment was also difficult because everything had been
designed separately. Interface boxes often had to be de-
signed to accommodate the differences in logic levels and
timing.

Today there are many small general-purpose comput-
ers, costing between $10,000 and $25,000. Ithas become
economically practical to use computers almost exclu-
sively as automatic test system controllers. Other con-
trolling devices are expensive by comparison when the
many capabilities of computers are considered. Progress
is also beginning to be made in standardizing logic levels,
codes, and other progmmming parameters, and prepared
interfaces are often available. HP computers accept plug-
in interface cards (see Fig. a); there are standard cards
for standard instruments. and custom cards can be manu-
factured.

Programming of automatic test systems used to be
difficult because programs had to be written in tedious
machine language. Engineers and technicians who knew
what tests had to be performed had to describe these tests
to programmers, who would then write the test progran.
Often neither group understood or appreciated the
technical problems, the possible alternatives, or the lan-
guage of the other. This also complicated debugging and
changes, and made software preparation very expensive.

Things are different now. BASIC, AuTest, and other
simple, conversational, English-like languages are avail-
able. Programs are easily modified and can be written by
the test engineer or technician. 4t
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Choosing An Automatic Test System
When is an automatic fesf sysfem iustified?
How do you decide on the configuration?

By M. D. Ewy and Stephen C. Shank

Wnrtrnn A TEsr srATIoN sHouLD BE AUToMATTc, and
how automatic it should be, depends upon how it will be
used. Selection of a test station should begin with an esti-
mate of what tests are needed and what quantities of
units must be tested. These must then be compared with
what is possible and what is economically and humanly
feasible. There are many choices and tradeoffs; some of
the most important ones will be discussed in this article.

Once a manufacturer has an idea of what kind of test
system he needs, the best place to get it is usually a sys-
tems manufacturer. He should discuss his requirements
with a systems manufacturer before deciding on a system.
Standard systems, whether special-purpose or multipur-
pose, are often the best buys, but if these won't do the
job, a custom system can be ordered.

If a manufacturer has manpower available with the
capability of designing whatever special software and
hardware are needed, he may find it most economical to
build his own system, using commercially available com-
puters, programmable instruments, and prepared inter-
faces, wherever possible. Some of the considerations that
go into the design of such a system are discussed in the
article on page 11.

Man-Machine Tradeoffs
Any test station must be able to perform the following

five functions.
r Interpretation of the test procedure
r Equipment setup
I Data acquisition
r Data processing
r Decision making
Both men and machines can do all these things, so both
meet the requirements for test stations. There are obvi-

ously tradeoffs between the two. A machine is fast, and
it can be programmed to repeat tests reliably. A man can
learn and adapt, and can interpret complex indicators.

Automatic testing is most appropriate for situations
which call for many tests per unit (such as digital logic),
or where volume is very high even though few tests per
unit are needed. On the other hand, automatic testing
is dfficult to use when a unit to be tested requires elab-
orate setup or complex adjustments.

Troubleshooting is still fairly difficult to automate
because of the need of a large memory to store all
possible troubleshooting trees and because of the
difficulty of writing an executive troubleshooting pro-
gram. However, pretestin g sub units automatically, before
assembly, can often significantly reduce the amount of
troubleshooting needed on the assembled instrument or
system. This can result in a reduction of total test time,
since the time required to troubleshoot an assembled
system is usually far greater than the time required to
pretest and debug parts before they are assembled.

In general, with the industry's trend to greater com-
plexity, testing can be expected to keep pace, and one
way will be greater automation. Where it can be used,
automatic testing provides reliability in the test process,
a means to reduce troubleshootirg by pretesting, and
better warranty reports through additional and more
thorough testing.

Types of Test Stations
Test stations fall into two basic categories:

I Product-oriented or special-purpose
I Multipurpose (sometimes called universal or general

purpose).
A product-oriented station is designed to test a specific



product, while a multipurpose test station has the capa-

bility of testing many products without significant modi-

fication of the test station.
A major factor influencing the design of a test station

is product volume. In cases where the device to be tested

is high-volume, the test station can reasonably be device-

oriented. The desigrr emphasis is on the hardware and

the result is typically a very efficient test system.
A manufacturing environment charactetized by many

low-volume products calls for a multipurpose test sta-

tion. A multipurpose station is practical where product-

oriented test stations would be idle too much of the time'

However, a multipurpose test station may require a

larger initial investment, and justification of this invest-

ment requires detailed analysis.
As a test station becomes more general, it relies more

on software. In some cases, this means a sacrifice in speed
and efficiency. However, it makes it possible to develop
a common in-plant test language and terminology, which
in turn makes it easier to generate test procedures for
new products. Multipurpose test stations make it easy
for the designer to incorporate test objectives into the
desigr of new products.

Multipurpose systems can be designed so that less-
skilled personnel are needed to operate them, since the

Fig .  1 .  Th is  b lock  d iagram
would tit many modular multi-
putpose tesf systems. Such a
sysfem can be turther divided
info subsyslems, such as a dc
subsystem and a low-trequencY
ac subsystem,and each subsYs-
tem would have separate caPa-
bilities tor stimulus, switching,
and measurement.

same test approach can be used for many products.

Another advantage is that, with a single station able to

service different devices, less total equipment and space

is tied up.
Fig. 1 shows a concept of a multipurpose test system.

Such a system can be further divided into subsystems,

such as a dc test subsystem and a low-frequency ac test

subsystem. There must be separate capabilities for stim-

ulus, switching, and measurement in each subsystem'
The capability needed in each of the subsystems must

be defined by analyzing the requirements of the highest-

total-test-time products. The test system should provide

at least this capability. Greater capability may be insur-
ance against early obsolescence.

A better way to insure against early obsolescence is

to have a test system that can be modified easily to keep
pace with the test requirements of new products. Whether
the system is product-oriented or multipurpose, it should
be adaptable to maximize its useful life. One way to make
a system adaptable is to make it modular. Modularity
can also help reduce the cost of system design and
fabrication.

Hardware-Sof tware Tradeofls

When designing an automatic test system, a common



tendency is to use software to perform as many functions
as possible. This is not always the best approach. A good
example is the HP 2060A (Fig.2), a system for testing
logic circuits, which uses another logic circuit, identical
to the one being tested but known to be good, as a test
reference. This eliminates the need for generating thou-
sands of limit parameters and storing them in the com-
puter's memory. The system is much easier to program
and requires much less computer memory than a system
in which the expected responses of the circuit under test
are stored in the computer.

If all one needs is to collect and record measurements,
the simplicity of a manually controlled or tape-controlled
data acquisition system is attractive. However, computers
are becoming so inexpensive that many data acquisition
systems are now computer-controlled, chiefly because
software programming is so much more versatile than
manual or tape programming. A computer can not only
control the test procedure like a punched-tape controller,
but can do it faster and more efficiently, while perform-
ing other functions. A computer can:
r Facilitate program changes.
r Do fast branching. A computer doesn't need to search

through punched tapes. It goes right to memory for
instructions.

r Convert units. For example, it can take a current
measurement from a thermocouple, then convert it
to temperature.

I Calculate parameters. For example, it can calculate
bandwidth from power and frequency measurements.

I Make reports. It can keep failure and analysis data.
I Do self-correction. For example, the computer can

measure system errors using a short and a known
standard resistance for calibration, then correct all
future resistance measurements.

r Diagnose faults. The computer can sometimes be
made to compare a problem pattern with prestored
patterns and print out the probable cause of the prob-
lem.

I Average measurements and give quick trend analysis.
Cost will often be decisive in making hardware-soft-

ware tradeoffs. A factor that is sometimes overlooked is
that the development cost for software is significant, just

as it is for hardware.

Operator Interfaces

Another important factor to consider in choosing a test
system is how the operator will interact with the system.

Test-Station-to-Operator Software fnterface. An appropri-

Fig.2. Should a system be designed to accomplish a par-
ticular task by means ot soltware - i.e., programming -
or hardware? HP Model 2060A Digital Logic Module Test
System exemplities this tradeoff . Instead of requiring the
progtammet ta generate thousands of expected re-
sponses ol the module undet test, the system uses an
identical known-good module as a relerence and com-
pates the responses of the two modules. lt thereby saves
programming time and memory space.

ate programming language will make it easy for the test
engineer to generate the test progmm. The operator must
be able to tell the system to perform the following basic
operations.
r Program instruments. For example, set a digital volt-

meter to the desired function, such as dc volts, or
cause a switch matrix to connect power, stimulus or
measurement devices to the proper pins on the unit
under test.

I Collect status information and measurement data-
for example, power supply overload status, frequency
measurements from a counter, or voltage measure-
ments from a digital voltmeter.

I Provide system timing. For example, while a power
supply settles, wait 1 millisecond before taking a
measurement; after programming a relay, wait 10
milliseconds for it to close.



r Perform logic and arithmetic operations, such as com-
paring status to the norm, linearizing data, or compar-
ing against limits.

I Perform program branching. For example, if a meas-
urement is out of limits, take appropriate action.

r Output formatted data, that is, type out a test report.
The test language should allow convenient communi-
cation for all these operations. It should be at least a
pseudo-English language, so that it can provide easily
understood documentation. The language should include
convenient means for making changes to the test program.

Test-Station-to-Operator Hardware Interface. This interf ace
allows on-line control of the test station by an operator.
There are two approaches to the desigrr of this interface.
r Character-serial input/output, e.9., that provided by a

typewriter.
r Functional pushbuttons and lights, e.g., that provided

by a control panel.
The basic communication peripheral for small com-

puters is a teleprinter. As an operator interface it is con-
venient from a design standpoint, and inexpensive. A
teleprinter provides a very versatile but somewhat cum-
bersome test station control capability. Using the tele-
printer's alphanumeric input capability, one can modify
test programs on-line. On the other hand, several charac-
ters or words must be typed to give a command to the test
system.

A hardware control panel, although less versatile, can
be easier to understand and more foolproof. The design
can be human-engineered with the task of electronic test-
ing in mind. An example of such a panel is shown in Fig.
3. It contains system control pushbuttons, lights to show

system status and test results, buttons for entering num-
bers and other data, and displays to show numerical data.
A simpler, but less versatile data input capability could
be provided by thumbwheels.

Data output for permanent records and test reports can
be provided by various standard data-handling computer
peripherals, such as punched or magnetic tape. Recorded
test results in permanent computer-compatible form
might be retained for future statistical analysis.

Other Conslderations

Questions about operator training, warranty and serv-
ice, installation and checkout, and so on, are also impor-
tant to the prospective owner of an automatic test system.
Systems manufacturers vary in their policies on these
points. A user who puts his own system together will do
these things himself to fit his requirements. f,

Fig. 3. One thing to consider when deciding on the fotm
of a fesf sysfem is how the opetator will conttol tf,e sys-
tem. A teleprinter is a very versatile method which is
used in most multiputpose sysfems. A control panel like
this one is /ess versatile but easier to understand and
more foolproot.
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Building An Automatic Test System
What are the things you have to think about when putting a sysfem together?

By M.D.  Ewy

BurtnrNc AN AUToMATTc rEsr sysrEM poses problems
in both hardware and software design. This is true
whether the system is specially built or put together using
ofi-the-shelf subsystems.

The type of system that is required depends on a num-
ber of factors, such as the kind of testing to be done, the
kind of units to be tested. the manufacturer's total test
needs, and so on. These are discussed in the preceding
article. This article will deal with the things that must be
done after the basic form of the system has been decided
upon. Specific points that require attention are:
I Choice of instruments, computer, etc.
r Specifications
r Interface design, including logic levels, codes, noise

rejection, ground isolation, data-transfer control and
timing

r Switching
I System timing
I Software
r Checkout

Standard Instruments and Computer, or Special?

There are numerous advantages to using standard,
off-the-shelf instruments in an automatic test system,
even if they seem overdesigned for the particular jobs

they will be doing in the system. For one thing, the cost
of specially designing 'optfunum' instruments is saved.
For another, standard instruments have usually been well
tested and specified, and should be more reliable and
easier to maintain. The importance of reliability and
maintainability in individual units emerges clearly when

one considers that the time between system failures is
going to be much shorter than the time between failures
of any one instrument. Specially designed equipment can
rarely be as well tested as standard equipment, because
it isn't economical to do a thorouglr job on low-volume
equipment.

Now that relatively inexpensive general-purpose digi-
tal computers are available, they are being used more
and more as controllers in automatic test systems. Their
attractiveness stems in large part from the versatility of
software programming. However, it is well to use one
that is designed for easy interfacing with instruments.

Specifications

The maximum measurement capabilitiss-i.s., sggu-
racies, rates, etc.-of a system may not be as great as
those of the individual instruments. For example, a digital
voltmeter may not measure the voltage at the other end
of a system cable as accurately as it can measure the volt-
age at its own terminals. Ffowever, with a computer in
the system it may be possible to have the system measure
itself and correct for such systematic errors as voltage
offsets in cables. See the article on page 2 for more about
self test and error correction.

Interface Design

Given a typical computer and several instruments se-
lected at random, a desigrer can have difficult interface
problems. To allow the computer and the instruments to
communicate, he may have to design and debug a great
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that require difierent logic levels. Fig. 1 shows typical
transmitter and receiver circuits for current-sinking IC
logic, discrete NPN circuits, and discrete PNP circuits.

Codes. Codes are the meanings assigned to the logic levels
on an interface line or a combination of interface lines.
Any time the code of a sending device differs from the
code of the receiving device, an interface must be de-
sigred to translate.

There is a possibility of great confusion in this area.
8421 code is now standard for new instruments using a
binary-coded-decimal format. But there are still difter-
ences as to whether HI - 1 or LO - 1.. Also, some
instruments use binary code, not binary-coded-decimal,
and there are two's complement binary, magrritude-and-
sign binary, and so on. This is only for numerical data
transmission; there are other codes for letters and sym-
bols, and there are different system-command codes-
for example, does HI : 'Encode' or LO - 'Encode'?

Efforts are being made to standardize these tlings, but
much remains to be done.

Noise and fnterface Power Levels. Higher power levels
often have to be used in interface circuits to improve the
rejection of noise induced from sources such as switched
power supply lines, tape punches, relays, and so on.

Standard IC logic gates operate at a power level of a
few milliwatts. Loaded logic gates or IC line drivers oper-
ate at about 50 to 100 mW power levels. Some HP inter-
face circuits designed for operating over long interface
lines operate at a power level of a few watts. One must
decide what is needed in a particular application, then
design accordingly.

Interface Circuit Ground fsohtion. If long interface cable
runs are needed, then good ground isolation between the
instruments on each end of the cable may be needed to
eliminate voltage offsets caused by groundJoop currents.
Transformers and pulse logic are sometimes used to
provide ground isolation. However, this requires time-
dependent logic, which is undesirably complicated for
nonsynchronous peripheral devices-which most instru-
mentation peripherals are. It's usually better to provide
ground isolation in a low-pass or dc-coupled transmis-
sion system. This can be done using a mod-demod trans-
former technique or photon-coupled isolators. The latter
technique is used in some recent HP equipment.

Cable Design for Noise Reiection. Electrostatic and elec-
tromagnetic coupling of noise into sigrral lines in the
interface cables can be minimized by proper cable design.
If the required transmission rates do not exceed about

Fig. 1. Intefiace design is an important part of the design
of an automatic fesf sysfem. An inteilace must translate
the computet's logic levels and codes into a lorm which
will control an instrument. Ditferent instruments need
dilterent interlace circuits. Here are some ol the more
common ones.

deal of special hardware. Some of the considerations are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

Logic Levels. Many difierent logic levels are used in com-
puters and instruments, especially in instruments designed
with discrete circuits. Recently, because of the availabil-
ity and low cost of TTL and DTL current-sinking inte-
grated-circuit logic, these types of circuits are becoming
de facto interface standards for systems that don't have
to contend with much external noise.

HP has several computer I/O cards that can be loaded
with appropriate components to interface to instruments
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500,000 bits per second for long cables (several hundred
feet), then the most reliable cable design is an individ-
ually shielded twisted pair for each signal. The shield
is connected at the receiver end of the cable only. For

short cables entirely contained within a system cabinet,
these precautions are not normally necessary.

Fig. 2 is a simplified circuit diagram illustrating the
interface and cable design techniques just described.

Data-Transfer Control and Timing. The computer must
communicate with all of the other equipment in an auto-
matic test system and must distinguish one instrument
from another. Therefore, there must be an input-output
data bus and an addressing capability in the interface
system. This concept is shown in Fig. 3. Since each pe-

ripheral or instrument has a unique address, the address-
decoding circuitry allows data transfer through only one
data-enable circuit at a time.

When programming an instrument (putting a volt-
meter on the proper range, for example), there must be
hardware memory in the interface somewhere outside the
data bus, so the program parameters can be remembered
while the computer is servicing other instruments. This
program storage is also shown in Fig. 3.

In HP computers the data bus is in the computer back-
plane and the address-decoding and data-enable circuits
are on plug-in interface cards. Program storage is either
in the instruments or on the interface cards.

A common way to control the transmission of data
across an interface is to use a strobe line that tells the
receiver when to look at the data. The strobe pulse occurs
after new data have settled on the interface lines. This is
a useful and reliable technique for high-speed data
transmission. An even more reliable technique, which is
somewhat slower but more than fast enough for most
instrument applications, is to use another line, called a
flag line. The receiver uses the flag line to signal back to
the transmitter that the strobe command (which can now
be a single transition instead of a pulse) has been re-
ceived and acted upon. Using this technique, the system
designer need not concern himself with the bandpass
characteristics (speed of response) of the transmitter or
receiver. The interface will 'handshake' using the strobe
line and the flag line, and will thereby communicate
reliably at a rate determined by the combined response
times of the transmitter and the receiver.

Swilching

A computer-controlled automatic test system may con-
tain many different types of switches. For example, one
type of relay might be used to distribute and applypower;
another type might be used to distribute dc or low-fre-
quency stimuli to a unit under test; high-voltage switching
might require another type; measurement instruments
like digital voltmeters require 'scanning' or 'monitoring'

switch functions; and still another type of relay is required

Ffg. 2. Nolse and ground-loop cuftents can be minimized by proper interlace and cable
design. An individually shielded twisted pair tor each signal etfectively reduces noise
pickup in cables. Photon-coupled isolators provide good ground isolation to break

ground-loop cuftents.
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disturbances on their inputs while the system is being
automatically switched, and they need some time to re-
cover from these disturbances. Also easily overlooked is
the fact that there is often a considerable amount of
cabling, and therefore shunt capacitance, in a system.
Time must be allowed to let the signal sources stabilize
the charge on this capacitance. The table below shows
how much time it takes for a cable of shunt capacitance
C and a source of resistance R to settle within various
percentages of their final values.

Soltware

There are usually two levels of 'software in a system.
There is the test program, which is usually written by
the test engineer in a high-level language like BASIC,
AuTest, or FORTRAN, and there is the system-control
program, which must be written by whoever puts the sys-
tem together. The person who builds the system must
make sure that the software can control instruments,
control timing, and perform any other system functions
that the test engineer might call for. Software design is
not a trivial part of system design; it usually requires an
experienced programmer. More is said about software
requirements in the preceding and following articles.

Checkoul

A typical computer-controlled system has signal
sources, switching, and measurement instruments. There-
fore, with an appropriate test program for the computer,
the system can check itself out to a great extent. This
should be considered during the system design phase. It
may be desirable to add some switching capability, or
possibly a precision reference source, to make system
checkout easier and more useful. I

Cable Settling Time

System timing is affected by the time it takes cable capac-
itance to stabil ize. A cable which has shunt capacitance C,
driven by a source which has resistance R, wil l take the
times shown here to settle within the indicated percen-
tages of its f inal voltage.

Fig.3. Data transler between the computer and an instru-
ment or peripheral requires a data bus and an address-
ing capability. lnstrument control requires prcgtam
storcge, so the computer can do other things altet telling
the instrument what to do. ln HP computers, the data bus
is in the computet backplane and the other tunctions are
on plug-in intefiace cards.

to switch high-frequency signals. Providing this variety of
switching in a system is often quite complex. One ap-
proach is to separate each switching function and provide
a unique interface to the computer for that function.
However, a more versatile approach is to provide a gen-
eral-purpose switching unit. Although such a unit can't
handle all of the switching requirements of a system, it
can take care of most of them. A switch unit used in
many HP systems is controlled through one computer
I/O cafi, This card addresses and controls up to 16,384
switches, each of which is either a point in a switch
matrix, a channel of an input scanner, or an independent
relay or solid-state switch.

System Timing

One aspect of system design often overlooked by the
newcomer to the field is the need for careful attention to
system timing. fn an automatic system, time delays must
be inserted into the test program for several reasons.
First, the outputs of sigrral or power sources take a finite
time to stabilize after responding to a program command.
Second, measurement instruments often receive transient
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Hewlett- Packard Automatic Test Systems
HP uses and supplies small modular sysfems of all kinds: standard special-purpose
sysfems, standard multipurpose systems, custom systems, and sysfem components.

By Robert A. Grimm

Hewr-nrr-PAcKARD's INvoLvEMENT IN AUToMATIC
TEsTING is both as a user and as a supplier. We use it
extensively in our laboratories for testing components,
circuits, and assemblies, and in our manufacturing de-
partments for testing components, sub-assemblies, and
products.

As a supplier, HP provides automatic test systems in
three ways.
r Standard systems. Many test requirements are common

to a number of users. HP has designed several general-
purpose and special-pu{pose automatic systems, such
as a microwave network analyzet,' a digital logic
tester,2 a dc-to-RF test system,3'a an audio data proc-
essor,s an aircraft noise monitoring system,6 a Fourier
analyz,er, and modular data acquisition and control
systems. These are available as standard products.*

r Custom configured systems.Test requirements that can't
be met by standard systems can often be met by a
combination of standard products assembled by HP
into a custom system. In such cases HP provides a
complete system, including all instrument interfaces
with the computer, and all necessary hardware and
software.

I Customer-assembled system. During the past two years,
more and more instruments and interface hardware
have become available. and customers with some
hardware and software design capability can often as-
semble systems themselves. The easiest HP systems to
assemble are the computer-controlled data acquisition
and control systems, for which a number of HP sub-
systems are available. These subsystems may consist
of a single computer interface card or a collection of
instruments with cards and cables. $sf1w31g-fl1lvs1s
and verification routines-is also included.

rThe seven systems montioned are HP Models 85424, 20604, 95004, 80501A, 805004,
5450A, and z300 Series, rospectivsly.

The HP Approach

Hewlett-Packard's approach to automatic testing is the
result of our experience as a manufacturer of general-
purpose test equipment. The HP approach can be sum-
marized as follows:
r Use commercial test instruments for building blocks.
r Use computers designed for easy instrument

interfacing.
r Use simple programming languages.
I Make small free-standing modular test stations.

Standard Instruments

Because of the growing importance of automatic test-
ing, new HP products have increasingly been designed
with programmable controls and data readouts that are
compatible with HP computers. Digital voltmeters, elec-
tronic counters, and frequency synthesizers were among
the first of these; now there are also power supplies,
switches, signal generators, X-Y displays, power meters,
and others.

Standard HP instruments are used in HP systems
where possible. If no HP instrument is made for the job, a
standard instrument from another manufacturer is used.
Only occasionally, when no instruments are available, are
custom units designed and built.

HP Computers

Several years ago, HP estimated the future importance
of automatic testing and developed small computers spe-
cifically for use in instrumentation systems. These com-
puters have an input/output structure which makes it
straightforward to interface them with test equipment;
usually this can be done with a single card that fits inside
the computer, and a cable to the instrument. The card
accepts instructions in computer language and converts
the information to the form which will control the instru-
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HP 2I16A
Computer
16 K Core
Memory

Dirfft
Memory
Access

HP 21504
Extender
Module

Fig. 1. HP Model 7462 is used by the Magnavox Corporation lo test radio receiver cir-
cuits. Typical test times arc 3 to 6 seconds per circuit (amplitiers, local oscillators, etc.).

ment. Thus an instrument can be added to the system

simply by plugging in a card and making appropriate

changes in the computer software. There are now three

of these small general-purpose HP instrumentation com-

puters: Models 2II4A,2ll5A, and 21168.

Fig. 2. ffits system ls used for production testing the
read-only memories and logic cards in HP Model 9100A
Calculators.

Programming Languages

Easy programming is an important requirement in
automatic test systems. The person who knows the tests
that have to be performed is the best person to write
the test program, but he is usually not a programmer.
HP favors easy-to-learn, conversational, English-like
languages. Many HP systems are programmed in an
augmented version of the BASIC language-HP BASIC
-which is standard BASIC with two additional state-
ments.?'8 The CALL statement initiates instrument-
control subroutines, and the WAIT statement puts time
delays into the program to allow for the settling times of
instruments and devices being tested. HP BASIC can be
learned in a day.

Table I is an example of an HP BASIC program for
testing an audio amplifier. It includes instructions for
setting all power supplies, checking the gain at five fre-
quencies from l kHz to 5 kHz, and generating appropriate
output messages, including the amplifier serial number.

Some special-purpose HP systems are programmed in
special languages which are also quite simple to learn.
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For example, the digital logic module test system, HP
2060A,'is programmed in AuTest, a special language
optimized for testing binary logic circuits. It includes a
PERMUTE instruction which can generate thousands of
tests with only two program statements. Table II is an
example of an AuTest program.

Many HP systems can also be programmed in FOR-
TRAN and ALGOL. However, these languages are not
interpretive, so they have some disadvantages for auto-
matic testing. For example, a FORTRAN program writ-
ten in English-like statements must be compiled, that is,
totally converted into a binary machine-language pro-
gram on paper tape or some other similar medium. The
binary tape is then used to operate the system. Any
changes or errors require re-compiling, and this can be
tedious and time-consuming for one new to programming.
HP BASIC, on the other hand, is an interpretive system
which operates on each line of the English-like program
as it is received. converting one line at a time into ma-

Table I. Test program for an audio amplifier'
written in HP BASIC

chine language. Errors are immediately presented to the
programmer and may be corrected by simply retyping
the line that contains the error. Similarly, program
changes may be made at any time byretyping the English-
like program statements.

An exception to all this is the computer-controlled
data acquisition or control system. Most of these systems
operate unattended for long periods of time, so conver-
sational programming is not as important as it is in an
automatic test system. HP data acquisition systems are
programmed in FORTRAN or lower-level languages
because, once these programs are compiled and loaded
into the computer, they take less time to execute than
equivalent BASIC programs.

A new software package for these data acquisition and
control systems is DACE, the data acquisition and con-
trol executive program. With DACE, the measurement,
computation, and control functions of a system are sepa-
rated into tasks of varying priorities, and the executive

Table II. Test program for a logic module,
written in AuTest

Progrrm Comment

1 0 0  o A L L  ( 8 , 1 , 0 , 1 )

1 1 0  C A L L  ( 8 ,  2 , 0 ,  1 )

120 PRINT "PLUG IN AMPLIFIER' '

125 PRINT "SEFIAL NUMBER IS ' '

130  INPUT S
'140 CALL (6, 4, 3, 0, 0)

150 CALL (8 ,  1 ,  -  12 ,  loo)

160 CALL (8 ,  2 ,  12 ,  100)

170 FOR F = 1000 TO 5000
srEP 1000

180 CALL (5, F, .10)

' l90  CALL (7 ,7 ,0 ,0 ,  o )

200 oALL (9, 5)

210 WAIT (30)

220 CALL (10 ,  2 ,  .1 ,  |  )

230 CALL (9, 23)

240 WAlr (30)

250 CALL 00,2 ,10 ,  v )

2 6 0 L E T G = V / l

2 7 O I F G < 5 T H E N 3 2 O

280 rF G > 10 THEN 340

290 NEXT F

3OO PRINT "AMPLIFIER
SERIAL'' S "GAIN OK,
GAIN =" G "AT 5000 HZ"

310 GO TO 290

320 PRINT "AMPL SERIAL"
S "GAIN LOW, GAIN = " G

"Ar" F "HZ"

330 GO TO 290

340 PRINT "AMPL SERIAL'' S
"GAIN HIGH,  GAIN ="  G "AT"
F "HZ

sso cb ro zso
360 END

Sets power suPP|Y 1 to zero

Sets power supply 2 to zero

Instructs operator

Asks operator for information

Operator types in Serial No

Connects supply #1 to output 4,
supply #2 to output 3

Sets supply #1 to - | 2, 1 00mA max

Sets supply #2 to + 1 2, 100mA max

Eslablishes looP for changing
frequencY

Sets oscil lator to 1 000 (then 2000'
3000, 4000, 5000) Hz, 0.1 V

Connects oscil lator to outPut 7

Connects oscil lator outPUt to DVM

Delays 30 ms to allow settl ing

Measures input ac voltage on
0.1 range

Connects amplif ier outPut to DVM

Delays 30 ms to allow settl ing

Measures amplif ier output

Calculates gain

Checks for low gain

Checks for high gain

Return to 1 70 for next frequency

Program Commenl

IDENTIFIER, O21 1 6-627 4, MA627 4

coNNECTOR,  BANK 1  (3 ,4 ,  5 ,6 .  .  .
55, 81, 82, 83)

POWER,  PSI :4 .5V '  PS2= -  1 .8V, /
BANK 1  (H:3V,  L=  -1 .8V, /

P=30MA,  N=50MA, /
+T=0.5V,  -T=0.5V)

2 POWER, PS1 =5V, PS2: -2Y,/

BANK 1  (H=5V,  t=  -2V, /

P=30MA,  N=50MA, /
+T:0 .5V,  -T=0.5V)

3 rEST, L( ), H(81)

4  D O , 5 ,  P : 4
5 TEST, PERMUTE (3, 27,29,25)

6 TEST, H(3)

7  D O , 8 ,  P = 8
8 TEST, PERMUTE/

(37, 55, 54, 53, 52, 51, 50, 49)

9 TEST, L(3)
'I 0 TEST, H(55, 54, 53, s2, 51 , 50, 49)

1 1  D O ,  l 2 ,  P : 8
I2 TEST, PERMUTE/

(32,31,24,33, 1 2, 35, 6, 37)

1 3  E N D

Name the program for module Part
n u m b e r  0 2 1 1 6 - 6 2 7 4 ,  u s e d  w i t h
module adapter 6274

all module signal connsctor

S p e c i f y  m i n i m u m  P o w e r  s u P P l l
and high/low logic level voltages
as well as positive and negative
current l imits and test tolerances
for f irst run-through of test

Spec i ty  max imum Power  suPPl '
and high/low logic level voltages
and remaining Parameters for sec-
ond run-through ot test

Set all pins to low init ial states and
set pin 81 io high for check ot
thermal switch during all tests

Check memory module select logic
by generating 16 (2a) memory ad-
dress input combinations tor Pins
3,27, 29, and 25

Set pin 3 (Ml2) tor test of memory
protect output AND gate

Check memory protect outPut ANo
gate by generating all 256 (2!) pos-

sible input combinations

Set pin g (M12) low and Pins 49
through 55 high tor check of re-
maining memory Protect logic

Check remaining memory Protect
log ic  by  genera t ing  a l l  256  (28)
possible input combinations

Terminat€ test Program.

List
p rns
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Fag.3. (Lett) HP Model 7404 is used by
Litton Systems to test analog modules.
Programmable st imuli  are dc voltage
and ac voltage with variable frcquency,
phase, amplitude, and waveshape (sine
or square). Measurements include dc
and ac voltages, resrsfance, and phase.

Fig. 4. (Below) This system ls used by
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories for tesf-
ing solid-state dc and digital devices.

(21
Adapter
Boards
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F19.5. Hughes Aitctalt  Com'
pany uses the HP Model 7389
for testing mr'ssile subassem-
blies. lt reduces fesf times to
75 seconds lrom 5 minutes Per
module.

program schedules these tasks in real time to make most

efficient use of the comPuter.
HP Computers can also be programmed in lower-level

languages like machine code or assembly language. How-

ever, these are not EnglishJike languages and are usually

used only by experienced programmers. Table III shows

the differences between machine language, assembly lan-
guage, compilers, and interpreters'

Small Self-Contained Test Stalions

With inexpensive computers it is practical to make

individual test stations completely self-contained. The

test equipment in each station is chosen for the devices

to be tested. Separate test stations for different types of

Table III. Types of Programming Languages

modules are practical. For example, HP makes a stand-

ard system for testing digital boards' and another one for

testing microwave devices.'With two such systems' more

testing can be accomplished, and program debugging'

system modification, and maintenance will be easier than

they would be with a single system which did both types

of testing. And since the systems are modular, they can

be expanded or modified to meet changing requirements.

A Few Examples

HP's small modular test stations are practical solu-
tions to many testing problems in repair depots, in cali-

bration laboratories, and on production lines. A few ex-

amples will illustrate the range of possibilities'

Fig.6. The Royal Swedish Air Force will use HP sysfems
to check out avionics comqonents,

1. Machlne Machlne Language
Uses minimum memory (21168)

Can be oertormed on l ine 0'110001100100001
But dilf icutt for human to read or 01 00001 1 001 000.1 0

wr i te  d i rec t l y  0100001100100011
01 1'1 001 1 001001 00

2. A$€mbly Ass€mbly Language
Easier for human to understand (21168)

But uses many steps LDA A
Requires otf-l ine assembly ADA B
Difficult to changs ADA C

STA D

3. Compiler FORTRAil
V e r y e a s y t o u n d e F l a n d  D = A * B * C
Very few steps
But requires off-l ine compiling
Also may use more memory

4, Interpreler HP BASIC
A d v a n t a g e s  o t  C o m p i l e r  L E T D :  A * B + C
ls  on  l ine
Easy to change
But may require more memory
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Fig. 1 shows the HP 7462 Altomatic Test System, (a
version of the standard Model 9500As,n) which is being
used by the Magnavox Company of FortWayne, Indiana,
to test thick-film circuits for hand-held radio transceivers.
This system is an excellent example of the building-block
approach being used by Hewlett-Packard to produce
automatic test systems for production line test stations.
The HP 7462uses commercially available catalog instru-
ments, the HP 2116 computer, and the HP BASIC lan-
guage. The high volume of Magnavox circuit production
and the large number of required tests make this a clear
example of the way automatic test systems can serve
users. Individual steps in the Magrravox program being
used with the HP 7462 take from a few milliseconds to
a few hundred milliseconds. Typical complete test times
for radio receiver circuits----e.g., RF, IF, and audio am-
plifiers, local oscillators, and so on-are in the range 3 to
6 seconds.

Other HP systems are illustrated in Figs. 2 through 6,
and on pages 2,3, 4, and,9. Some are in-house systems,
some are standard special-purpose and multipurpose sys-
tems, and some are custom systems. Fig. 7 shows the
subsystems that are available for data acquisition and
control.
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F,g. 7. HP 2300-series subsysferns inctude inteilace
cards, cables, instruments, and sottware lor use in mod-
ular computer-controlled data acquisition and control
systems.
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